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Abstrat. This artile introdues a deision-making model for virtual
agents evolving in dynami and ollaborative situations. In order to
enhane behaviour redibility and its desription, the agent deision-
making model is based on notions lose to human ones. These notions
are ontext and ase based reasoning. After an introdution to dynami
and ollaborative situations, we present a formal denition of ontext
adapted to our framework. The next part desribes the deision mak-
ing proess. This one relies on the ase identiation thanks to a graph
searh algorithm. The last part of this paper illustrates our purpose in
the team sport framework, with a result issued from our simulator.
1 Introdution
Our works fous on ollaboration learning in dynami situations [1℄. To do so,
we develop a virtual environment for training (VET). Humans are immersed in
virtual world with autonomous agents, this way they are onfronted to situations
reeting reality. Humans are represented by avatars in the simulation. Thus,
humans and virtual agents have to ollaborate to ahieve a task. We introdue,
in this paper, a way to give virtual agents autonomy, information retrieval is
based on ontext notion. As ontext is domain dependent, we deide to follow
an appliation example. We introdue an appliation of our model in soer
domain. This VET, alled CoPeFoot (Colletive Pereptions in Football), is
populated with virtual agents. We introdue a deision-making mehanism for
these virtual agents.
We are starting with the postulate that if agents ould have the same meh-
anisms that those identied by psyhologists, on one hand, we an obtain a
behavioural redibility and on the other hand a way to make deision-making
more expliit. Context is one relevant harateristi identied by psyhologist in
sport deision-making [2℄. The possibility oers by manipulating it in omputa-
tional models should allow to simulate harateristi behaviours with dierent
expertise levels. Another interesting point is the possibility to test ognitive as-
sumptions in simulated environment suh as ontext inuene in a olletive
behaviour.
Papers dediated to ontext plae in artiial intelligene are numerous[3,4,5℄,
moreover, this onept is very large. We retain the denition given in [6℄, that
denes ontext as a olletion of signiant onditions and surrounding inu-
enes that make a situation unique and omprehensible. This denition is lose
to the sport psyhologists one onsidering ontext as a toolkit for an ator, in
situation, to take a deision
In the framework of agent autonomy, ontext is onsidered as a pereptions
lter. Information are not neessarily relevant and neither in the same manner
nor at the same time. An expert denes relevant information aording to its
point of view. Thanks to this expertise, agent has a pereption atalog. It has
to nd pereptions and onstrut them when it is in situation.
Moreover, in our approah, agent deision-making relies on the ase-based
reasoning paradigm [7℄. It is based on the assumption that a problem an be
eiently solved by reusing knowledge about already solved ases. Assoiation
between ontext and ase-based reasoning has been introdued in [4℄ and alled
ontext-based reasoning. This new paradigm has been used in [5℄ to implement
a personal assistant. Case-based reasoning has been used to set up behaviour of
autonomous player for the RoboCup [8℄, our aim is a bit dierent we do not look
after optimisation but we try to make the deision-making more expliit.
The representation we have hosen, allows to put in plae a graph searh
algorithm to nd most similar ases, moreover it allows to have the most expliit
ase base. This point is very important, ase desription and reasoning have to
be expliit beause the trainer should be able to dene agents behaviour and to
easily set up pedagogial tools as desribed in [9℄.
Building suh simulator implies some important tehnial onstraints. The
rst one relies on the number of simulated agents. The deision-making proess
has to be light in order to be dupliated to simulate up to 22 players in the
same simulation. A seond onstraint is due to the real-time aspet. Deision-
making of virtual agents is done under time pressure, moreover agents reation
to ontext movement has to be visually and temporally redible. Consequently,
an agent has to be able to determine the most relevant ation at any moment of
the simulation. We are using an anytime algorithm [10℄ based on a desription
of ase base as a tree. Moreover, we have to simulate the environment and
pereptions for eah agent. To do so, we use a tool AReVi [11℄
1
, a C++ library,
allowing to put in plae 3D simulations based on a multi-agent approah. Figure
1 illustrates a simulation loop of CoPeFoot (Colletive Pereption in Football).
AReVi provides player physial pereptions. Context plays a role of an ative
lter on these pereptions to give a semanti aording to the domain (soer in
our ase). This ontextual pereption is the base of the identiation proess to
retrieve typial ases, these are dened either by a domain expert or by imitating
situation already solved in the simulator.
1
http://soureforge.net/projets/arevi/
This doument is strutured as follows, the next part deals with theoretial
frame of our work, in the third part we detail our ontext denition. The fourth
part is foused on deision-making proess of our agents. Finally we present a
result of hanging number and type of ontext in agent deision-making.
Fig. 1. Context-Based Reasoning in CoPeFoot
2 Collaborative and dynami situation in sport
Dynami and ollaborative situations an be found in various domains of team-
work with time pressure (resue, seurity) or in olletive sports [1℄. We have
deided to keep this last one to illustrate our approah.
More preisely, a dynami and ollaborative situation an be haraterized
by the following points [12℄:
 This implies various protagonists that interat in a ommon environment
and have to solve a problem. The environment state and the protagonists
one form the situation. A ollaboration between protagonists is needed in
order to solve the problem.
 Situation data an be interpreted aording to the protagonists point of
view. Those agents are able to adopt epistemi point of view on the situation
aording to their roles.
 Situation interpretation allows a deision making that depends on protago-
nists objetives. The deision making is materialized by an ation or inter-
ation. An ation modies the environment.
 The last point implies that the situation is dynamial. Elements that are kept
to take a deision hange during the resolution. This evolution is funtion of
the protagonists behaviour, but it is almost linked to environment. This one
hanges quikly, so the deision has to be taken under time pressure. It is
not possible to have omplex negotiation mehanisms. This does not exlude
all ommuniations type. But, this one is simply brief and often non verbal.
The gure 2 shows a simulation example of a simple ollaborative and dy-
nami situation, the rst gure represents the situation: Players 'me' and a are
in the same team, their aim is to sore. Players b and  are their opponents.Player
'me' has the ball. The seond gure illustrates a possible solution whih onsists
for the player 'me' in making a pass to a, running behind b and alling for the
ball. Player a passes the ball, and 'me' just has to sore. The solution depited
orresponds to a well known ollaboration in soer alled pass and go. The last
gure is a 3D representation taken from our simulator.
Fig. 2. Example of dynami situation and its 3D representation in CoPeFoot
3 Context
To give autonomy to virtual agents, one an explore two ways. The rst one
onsists of an exhaustive explanation of behavioural rules of agent, relatively to
a global representation of the problem. This is suggested by the use of informed
environment [13℄. The main problem is exhaustiveness for simulation as omplex
as human behaviour [14℄.
The seond way onsists in modelling agents with internal values with no
diret link with the environment. The agent an build its own exteriority by
the way of its own world representation [15℄. The problem of this approah is
the need of interations abstration between the virtual environment and its
internal values. It is hard to generate omplex autonomous behaviours without
diret expliit link with environment.
We argue that ontext based reasoning an be an alternative between those
two ways. It allows a denition of abstrations on pereptions and ations of
the agent to let it evolve in an unpreditable environment. It allows to give
agent information with a rih semanti as provided by an informed environment.
One an take an example of verbalization about an ation to dene ontextual
elements. Trainer tells: If a player has the ball and a partner is loser to the goal
than him, he has to pass him the ball unless he is marked . In the same way a
psyhologist speaks about the link between the expertise level and the number
of ontext taken into aount. We try to formalize this type of knowledge thanks
to our ontexts. Next part details our ontext formalization and modeling for
our virtual agents.
3.1 Context Struture
An agent ontext is a set of pereptions. This ontext stands for the agent own
representation of world. Agent deides what ation should be exeuted thanks
to its personal ontext. This last is built with all others ontexts of the agent
as shown on the gure 3. It shows ontexts that an agent an have, but not
all ontexts are its own, some of them an belong to the team or a group in
whih agent an play a role. Eah of these ontexts will be expliitly desribed
in the next part. This deomposition allows to enhane our model modularity on
the ontext number. It inuenes the deision-making and a better adaptation
of our model for other implementation than the one introdued here. Thus,
psyhologists an add or remove a ontext to estimate its role in ollaborative
deision-making. Trainer or psyhologists an hoose the number and type of
pereption to simulate dierent expertise levels.
Fig. 3. Personal ontext building
3.2 Contexts denition and role
In our framework, pereptions have been dened thanks to domain expert help.
We are working with sport psyhologists, they have done some studies with real
soer players.They have onlued that the basis pereptions of a soer player
are those we present here. In our model, a pereption an be seen as prediate
whih an be satised or not. The set of pereptions prediates is alled Pperc in
the rest of this paper. Prediate evaluation is a request to the pereption lter
whih enumerate all onditions that satisfy it. For example, hasBall(J) is a
pereption. This one is true for a player p if a player J has the ball and p has
pereived J and is aware of this fat. This is due to the fat that a player views
only a part of the eld, just a part. The request is done in a Prolog manner,
it means the lter answers with all possible values from the simulation at this
moment. For this pereption, the orresponding value is the player identier (i.e
in CoPeFoot: Player.2). If the ball is not pereived by the player, the request
will not sueed.
Environmental ontext is omposed of every pereption linked to physial
environment, for a large part, pereptions linked to the agent eld of view. Now,
environmental pereptions that are implemented are presented here:
 distane(+
2
CtxObjet3D1, +CtxObjet3D2, ?D), true if graphial objets
CtxObjet3D1 and CtxObjet3D2 are pereived and are at a distane D. D is a
symboli and qualitative value and D ∈ {nearest, near, far, further}
 relativePosition(+CtxObjet3D1, +CtxObjet3D2, ?Value), true if
Value represents the position of objet CtxObjet3D1 relatively to
CtxObjet3D2. This symboli value belongs to {right, left, front, behind}
 hasBall(?P), true if the player P has the ball ({∃perc
3(P ∈ Player,B ∈
Ball) : distance(P,B,D) ∧D = nearest}).
Communiative ontext is made up of relevant information oming from mes-
sages sent by other agents of the simulation, these an be another player or the
referee. Pereptions stored in this ontext are not messages them self, but their
signianes. As visual pereptions, their validity is limited in time, time an be
adjusted depending on the pereption type. Implemented pereptions are:
 allForBall(?X), true if X is a partner and he has alled for the ball.
 allForSupport(?X), true if X is a partner that has asked for support.
Team ontext does not diretly belong to an agent, but to its team. This
ontext is made up of every pereption that are shared by every player of the
team. Pereptions are:
 partner(?J), true if the pereived player J is in the same team
(formally {∃percJ ∈ Player : J.team = agent.team})
4
, where agent is the pereiving player.
2
We are using the standard Prolog notation whih allows to indiate if an attribute
value is neessarily (+) or if it does not matter (?).
3
∃perc means that it exists one pereived element.
4
Expression X.Y refers to the attribute Y of objet X.
 opponent(?P), true if the pereived player P is an opponent
(formally {∃percJ ∈ Player : J.team 6= agent.team})
 isOnAttak(?X) true if the team of player X is on attak.
(formally {∃percJ : {J.team = X.team ∧HasBall(J)}})
 numerialRapport(+X, ?N) true if N is the ratio between the number of
players on eld in the two teams. For a team X, the value belongs to {weak,
equal, strong }
Historial ontext allows agent to have a representation of the math history.
It orresponds to the previous agent ation and some relevant parts of the math
evolution. These prediates are:
 lastAtion(+X,?A), true if A is the last ation done by player X.
 timePressure(?T), true if T is the time before the end of the game, value
belongs to {a lot, enough, few, nishing }.
 sore(?S), true if S is a value indiating the atual sore in a qualitative
manner, value an be {win, equality, loose}
As mentionned, the number of our ontexts and pereptions are not exhaus-
tive. Thus, the math history ould be more rened in order to take into aount
more previous relevant ations. It an be useful to introdue a group notion dur-
ing a short period to enhane ollaboration. This work should be seen as a base to
evaluate ontext relevane to simulate human behaviour in virtual environment.
A seond phase of this projet onsists in inreasing the number of ontexts and
pereptions.
4 Deision-making
Agent deision-making relies on ontext-based reasoning paradigm [4,5℄. Case-
based reasoning is often desribed as a ve steps yle onsisting in elaborating,
retrieving, reusing, revising and retaining. We have dened in the previous part,
how the personal ontext is built, this orresponds to the elaboration of problem
to solve, the rst step of the yle. Revising and retaining is not treated in this
paper, but they are one of our goal. This part fouses on the ase desription
and more preisely on the identiation mehanism and ases adaptation.
4.1 Cases representation
Cases are stored in a ase base. In our approah, base is a tree. Eah ase is a
path from the root to a node. Eah node is a pereption prediate evaluation.
Eah node has a table haraterizing pereption weight for eah ase in whih
it appears (gure 4). This weight reets the importane of the assoiated per-
eption for this ase. Eah edge leaving a node ontains a possible value of one
variable of this prediate (gure 5). This edge allows to go from a pereption of
a ase to the following one.
Fig. 4. Eah ase is a Branh of the tree and has a pertinene weight for eah node.
Formally, the tree alled TreeCase is a triplet: TreeCase = {N,E,C}.
Where N is nodes set, E edges set and C the ases set. Eah ase is a branh of
the tree assoiated to an ation: {∀ci ∈ C : ci = {bi, ai}} where bi ⊆ N
j
(where
j is the branh depth) and ai is an ation.
Eah node is a triplet {∀ni ∈ N : ni = {predi, rangei, perti}} where predi ∈
Pperc and rangei ∈ IN . rangei represents the range of the variable to be tested.
On gure 5, for the node n3, range3 orresponds to D. Indeed, perti is a table
representing ouples {ck, wki} where ck is a ase in whih atual pereption plays
a role (ni ∈ ck) and wki ∈ IR is predi weight in the ck desription. Eah edge
ej ∈ E is a test ej = {condj, valuej}, where condj is an operator condj ∈ {=, 6=}
and valuej is one of the possible values for rangei argument of the prediate
predi.
That is illustrated on the gure 5. Prediate of node n1 is hasBall(X), edge e1 is
an equality test on the rst argument. Constant 'me' is one of the possible val-
ues for argument X(representing agent taking deision). In the same way, edge e4
stands for the third argument of prediate distane. 'far' is one of the possible
value for this argument, as notied in setion 3.2. Notie two interesting points :
edge e3 does not orrespond to any test and allows just to identify a partner W.
Seond point onerns edges e1 and e3 whih tests are the same. This an be
possible thanks to ase representation, a ase is a branh or a sub-branh of the
tree. Some branhes representing dierent ases an have ommon pereptions.
This representation has several advantages presented here :
 It an be used as a deision tree allowing an anytime identiation of per-
eived situation (ase) during simulation as shown in setion 4.2.
 It oers a generi abstrat representation thanks to variables and prediates
utilisation. This mehanism allows to identify an abstrat ontext stored in
the base with an agent onrete ontext. It prevents from a bigger number of
ases in our ase base by avoiding symmetry between ases. An uniation
proess allows to aet value to variable as shown in setion 4.2.
 It allows to model a generi deision-making. Indeed, ation and orrespond-
ing ase use the same variables. For example, if a previous variable X has
been unied with player Player.4 and the orresponding ation is pass(X),
agent makes a pass to Player.4.
Deision-making simulation redibility depends on tree desription. We use
two dierent ways to do so :
1. Expert an speify nodes and edges of the tree, he has to order the tree. To
do so, we are urrently working with soer speialists.
2. The seond way is based on observation learning. In this ase, agent looks
how human avatar reats in simulator and imitates it. Human shows his
reation aording to the dierent situations. A treatment is neessarily to
orret mistakes in the tree, this algorithm is based on pereption statisti
and allows to reorder tree. Some attempt to learn ontext by observation
has already be done, suh in [16℄.
This learning phase is urrently developed and is not detailed in this paper.
Fig. 5. Case Base representation
4.2 Retrieving a ase
Retrieving a ase in the base implies to solve the following problems :
 The rst step onsists of instantiation of tree variable with onstants issued
from the simulation. One we have the personal ontext of the agent, we have
to nd a pereption mathing with the pereption of the tree root. We say
that a pereption is mathing when we an unify pereptive prediate with
a branh in the graph. If the agent pereption and the root one math, we
have to ontinue the tree searh. In order to know what is the next perep-
tion to test, we are searhing orret values of edges leaving the urrent node
to determine next nodes to visit. This instantiation is done with an order
dened by the tree. Thus, in the previous example, prediate hasBall(X),
aording to the simulation state, is unied with the value of the player that
has the ball. If the variable is 'me' (agent who takes the deision), the fol-
lowing node to visit will be n2. Prediate partner(W) is alled and try to be
unied. Searh ontinues, in the same way, with the node n5 with the evalu-
ation of the prediate opponent(Y). For the left part of the tree, if a partner
has been identied, node n3 will be ativated. Prediate distane(X,W,D)
has to be evaluated, value of X and Y are already known, the variable D will
be unied. A rational searh would need a baktraking method to evaluate
all possible partners orresponding to W. In reality, suh exhaustiveness does
not orrespond to human deision-making. Moreover, it will be tehnially
onfronted to researh time inompatible with real-time simulation. Seleted
heuristi onsists in unifying variables aording to graphial objets relative
positions with the agent. This solution is the most pragmati one, it looks
like ommon sense : nearest objets are the rst pereived.
 Next step is the relevane evaluation of the ase and seletion. Remember
that we an have more that one orresponding path.
To selet the best ase in the tree, every orresponding ase has a global sore.
It orresponds to the sum of every pereption of the ase with a reward or





This sore is a ompromise between searh depth in the tree and the rele-
vane of eah pereption assoiated with the ase. At the end, for eah ase
every pereption weight are summed and the ase with the higher sore is
hosen. Weights allow to take a deision at any time by seleting the ase
with the highest sore. Next algorithm illustrates this purpose. For eah eval-
uated node, the ase sore is updated by adding the weight of the urrent
pereption, this is done by funtion updateSore().
The stop ondition may inuene ase sore.
 Condition 1: All pereptions of agent ontext have been found in a path,
but there is no equality between ase and situation ontext (ase has more
pereptions than ontext or there is no time to ontinue the searh). No
bonus is given to the sore of this ase. bonusk = α = 0
 Condition 2: Atual node is a leaf, so we have perfetly identied a ase. A
bonus is added to the ase sore. bonusk = α where α ≥ 0 is a rewarding
parameter, empirially dened.
 Condition 3: One an not nd edges leaving the node with the urrent value.
In this ase bonusk = β ∗ n, where β ≤ 0 is a penalty alled orretion rate
and n is the number of remaining pereptions of the urrent ontext.
Algorithm 1: Pereptions tree searh algorithm: treeSearh(ontext)
begin1
if (ontext is empty) then2
return True // Stop ondition 13
end4
nextNodes=[ ℄ //vetor of nodes to visit5
foreah (pereption in ontext) do6



















//Every node has been visited26
return True27
end28
Algorithm 2: following nodes searh algorithm: ndNextNodes(value)
begin1
nexts=[ ℄ //vetor of following nodes2







An sore equality between ases an our at the end of searh, a ase be-
tween the possible ones is randomly seleted. The probability for a ase to be
seleted depends of the number of seletion of this ase. Only times when the
stop ondition 2 is reahed inreases the probability for the ase to be seleted.
5 Example of results
We introdue in this part a rst result from our simulator. An important aspet of
CoPeFoot is the possibily to replay a situation, in order to show the important
points of the simulated situation, this an be useful for psyhologists experiene
or for training. We trak entities position, the following gure shows trajetories
of players and ball. We show, on gure 6, a 2D trae from our restitution software.
Fig. 6. Examples of agent trajetories
The situation is the one introdued at the beginning of this paper. Play-
ers "me" and "a" have to ollaborate to sore. The rst piture illustrates the
deision-making and the trajetory of player "me" who has the ball at the be-
ginning. Its deision-making is based on the four ontexts introdued earlier.
When opponents are too lose, it deides to pass the ball to player "a". In the
seond gure we have deleted the team ontext, player "me" does not know that
it an pass the ball to its partner, beause it does not know who is its partner
or opponent. The ball is lost and opponents go to the other goal and sore. The
aim of this example is to show up the possibility of easily degrade agent ontexts
to experiment inuene of dierent ontexts in deision-making.
Thanks to ontext use, we are able to keep relevant pereptions. We have
developped a resititution software in 2D and 3D. The rst one allows to keep a
trae of entities trajetory. The seond one is used to replay a situation. We an
show up pereptions as shown on gure 7. This part of software an be either for
Fig. 7. Example of 3D restitution
experimentations or for training, but it an be used to build agent experiene.
Expert plays a situation and we an show him the result. He an show the
pereptions he used to take a deision. Aording to this result, pereptions
relevane an be estimated.
6 Conlusion
We have introdued in this doument, that ontext notion an be seen as a
pereption lter and as a knowledge representation for virtual reality simula-
tion. The paradigm of ase based reasoning an be a good way to model agent
behaviour. We argue that ontext in assoiation with ase-based reasoning an
provide important elements to set up a virtual environment for training. The rst
point is the behaviour redibility of agents evolving in our simulator, thanks to
simplied analogies with human mehanisms this redibility an be enhaned.
The other aspet is to make the agent deision-making proess as expliit as
possible to explain it to a user. This is possible thanks to ontext whih allows
to have a semanti on agent pereptions, the ase representation as a path in
the pereption tree allows to explain hoies during the resolution.
Our ase base representation, thanks to tree, permits a better visibility for
a domain expert. This an ease its integrity veriation, and it allows to let an
expert set up the base and so agent behaviour. Expert plays in simulator and its
ation and ontexts are stored in the tree. At the end of the demonstration, we
an show him the new tree and he an adjust weight of all pereptions for eah
new ase. This work is done in ollaboration with sport psyhologists that help
us to set up some tests in order to validate our approah in the next months.
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